
Simple Present



FORM

]VERB + [s/es in third person

• Examples:

• You speak English. 

• Do you speak English? 

• You do not speak English.



USE 1 Repeated Actions

• Use the Simple Present to express the 
idea that an action is repeated or usual. 
The action can be a habit, a hobby, a daily 
event, a scheduled event or something 
that often happens. It can also be 
something a person often forgets or 
usually does not do.



Examples:

• I play tennis .

• She does not play tennis .

• Does he play tennis ؟

• The train leaves every morning at 8 AM .

• The train does not leave at 9 AM .

• When does the train usually leave ؟

• She always forgets her purse .

• He never forgets his wallet .

• Every twelve months, the Earth circles the Sun .

• Does the Sun circle the Earth ؟



USE 2 Facts or Generalizations  

• The Simple Present can also indicate the 
speaker believes that a fact was true 
before, is true now, and will be true in the 
future. It is not important if the speaker is 
correct about the fact. It is also used to 
make generalizations about people or 
things. 



Examples 

• Cats like milk. 

• Birds do not like milk. 

• Do pigs like milk? 

• California is in America. 

• California is not in the United Kingdom. 

• Windows are made of glass. 

• Windows are not made of wood. 

• New York is a small city. 





�I’m waiting for the train.

�The bus is coming.



I’m waiting for the train.

The bus is coming.

We use the present continuous 

for things happening now 

the present continuous means that 

we are in the middle of an action . 



Positive: 

I am waiting. 

You/we/they  are waiting. 

He/ she/ it is waiting.



Negative: 

I’m not waiting. 

You/we/they  aren’t waiting. 

He/ she/ it isn’t waiting.



Question:

Am I waiting?

Are you/we/they waiting? 

Is he/ she/ it waiting?



I’m waiting for the train.

The bus is coming.

We use the present continuous 

for things happening now 

the present continuous means that 

we are in the middle of an action . 



Steve : What are you doing these days.

Tom:  I’m learning Spanish.



Sally: Can you come with us to    
Ann’s party.

Jane:   I’m sorry  I’m quite   
busy these days. I’m doing a 
course at college.





• The number of cars in the road is 

increasing.

• The situation is already bad and it 

is getting worse.

We use the present continuous 
when things are changing over a 
long time. ( get/ change/rise/ fall/ 
become/ increase/ grow /improve 
/begin /start) 



/



/











Ask        asking 

Go          going 

Hope hoping

Take taking

See seeing

Agree agreeing

Die dying

Lie lying

Hurry hurrying



Run            running 

Swim          swimming

Buy buying 

Draw drawing 

Fax faxing



listen             listening 

visit            visiting

Prefer preferring



The Present Simple 

• Ann takes a shower every day.
• We sometimes go to the sea.
• I always get up early.

� She comes from Yemen.
� Birds fly.
� I live in Aden .

Repeated 
actions

Facts / things that are 
true for a long time



The Present Simple 

• To talk about thoughts and feelings.
• I think so ,  I like it.
• I love sport. 

� In  phrases like 
I promise, I agree , I refuse ,I forgive.



The Present Simple 

Positive. 
Negative. 
Question.



Final- s/-es
Visit      visits
Speak    speaks

ss/ sh/ ch/ o/ x 
Catch     catches
Pass       passes
Mix        mixes
do          does



Final- s/-es
Fly  flies
Try tries
Carry carries
Study studies

Pay pays
Buy  buys

Consonant  + y



Frequency Adverbs
100%    always
90%     usually
80%      normally
70%       often

frequently                  positive
generally

30%        sometimes
occasionally

seldom
10%       rarely
5%         hardly ever             negative

almost never
0%        not ever/ never



PRESENT CONTINUOUS  
OR 

PRESENT SIMPLE 



We use the present progressive 
for things happening now or 
around the time of speaking .

• It’s raining at the moment.

• the water is boiling .Can 
you turn it off?

•Listen to those people 
.What language are they 
speaking?

We use the present simple 
for things in general  or
for repeated action .

•It always rains in 
January.

•Water boils at  100 
degree Celsius.

•Excuse me ,do you speak
English?

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



We use the continuous 
for temporary situation

( a short period) 

• I’m living with some 
friends until I find a 
place of my own.

•I’m working at a sport 
shop for six weeks.

We  use the present simple     
for permanent  situation.

•I live with my parents in a 
very nice flat.

•I work at a sport shop. It’s a 
permanent job.

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



I’m always doing.

I’m always doing 
(something ) = I do it very 
often perhaps (too often) 
or more often than usual. 

Tom is  always inviting 
friends here.
(= He invites them very 

often)

I always do 

I always do 
(something) = I do it 
every time.

�Tom always invites us 
to stay at Christmas. 

(= He invites us every 
Christmas)

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



I’m always doing.

I’m always  making silly 
mistakes. 
( = I make silly mistakes 
too  often)

I always do

I always make silly 
mistakes in exams.

(= I make mistakes in 
every exam)

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



Practice

Put the verb  in to the correct form, present 

continuous or present simple.

1. Let’s go out …………( it/not / rain) look!

2. Julia is very good at languages. ……………     

( she/ speak) four languages very well.

3. “………….( you/ listen ) at the radio?” “ no, 

you can turn it off”.

4. …………..( it/ snow) outside. …………..( it/ 

come) down quite hard, look.



Practice

Put the verb  in to the correct form, present 

continuous or present simple.

5. A: How’s your English?

B: Not bad I think ……..(it/improve) slowly.

6. The river ………(flow) very fast – much 

faster than usual.

7. Can we stop walking soon?......(I/ start) to 

feel tired.



STATE VERBS AND ACTION VERBS 

States 
A state means some 
thing staying the same.

� The house is clean.
� The box contains 
some toys. 

Actions
an action means some 
thing happening.

� I’m washing my hair.
the toys in the putHe 
box. 

Be / like /want/ need /prefer/.
Know/realize/suppose/mean/
/understand/believe/remember.

Belong /fit/contain/consist/ seem



STATE VERBS AND ACTION VERBS 

State verbs cannot  
usually be continuous. 

Action verbs can be 
simple or continuous.

I think   /     I’m thinking
I have/         I’m having 
I see/            I’m seeing



STATE VERBS AND ACTION VERBS 

I think you are right .
(=believe or an opinion) 

I have three children. 
(=own)

I see your problem.
(= understand)

I’m thinking about 
what happened.

I’m having lunch.     
(= eating)

I’m seeing my 
boss.(=meeting 



STATE VERBS AND ACTION VERBS 

We  can use  some  state  verbs  in  the 
continuous  to talk  about  a  short  period  
of  time .  

Permanent state
I love / enjoy 

parties.

I like school . 

Short period
I’m loving  / enjoying 

this  party.

I’m liking school  
much better now . 



STATE VERBS AND ACTION VERBS 

look      feel 
We can use the present simple or 

to say how some body looks or continuous 
with no difference in meaning.feel now  

well today.’re looking well today  OR youlookYou 

now. feelingyou are now OR how feelyou doHow 

I usually feel tired in the morning 



He’s selfish / He’s being selfish 

Temporary behaviour
�I can’t understand why he is  being so selfish. 

He isn't usually like that. 
( being selfish= behaving selfishly at the moment)

Permanent quality 
�He never thinks about other people. He is very
selfish .
(= He is selfish in general, not only at the moment)



Practice
present continuous     OR   present simple.

1.Are you hungry? ….….(you/want) something 

to eat?

2.Don’t put the dictionary away. ………(I/ use) 

it.

3.Who is that man? Why …..….(he/look)at us?

4.Air ………...(consist) mainly of nitrogen and 

oxygen.

5.I ………..(think) You should sell your car. 

….……..(you/not/use)it very often.



practice





�I’m waiting for the train.

�The bus is coming.



I’m waiting for the train.

The bus is coming.

We use the present continuous 

for things happening now 

It means that we are in the middle 

of an action . 



I am waiting.        I’m not waiting. 

You/we/they are waiting.       You/we/they  aren’t   
waiting.

He/ she/ it is waiting. He/ she/ it isn’t waiting

Am I waiting?

Are you/we/they waiting? 

Is he/ she/ it waiting?



Steve : What are you doing these days.

Tom:  I’m learning Spanish.





• The number of cars in the road is 

increasing.

• The situation is already bad and it 

is getting worse.

3 Present  Continuous



3 Present  Continuous

We use the present continuous 
when things are changing over a 
long period 

( get/ change/rise/ fall/ become/ 
increase/ grow /improve /begin 
/start) 



/











The Present 
Simple 



The Present Simple 

• Ann takes a shower every day.
• We sometimes go to the sea.
• I always get up early.

� She comes from Yemen.
� Birds fly.
� I live in Aden .

Repeated 
actions

Facts / 
things that are true         
for a long time



The Present Simple 

• To talk about thoughts and feelings.

• I think so ,  I like it.
• I love sport. 

� In  phrases like 
I promise, I agree , I refuse ,I forgive.



The Present Simple 

Positive. 
Negative. 
Question.



I/you/we/they  get.
he/she/it  gets.

I/you/we/they do not get.
he/she/it does not get.

Do I/we/you/they get?
Does he/she/it get?



Final- s/-es
Visit      visits
Speak    speaks

ss/ sh/ ch/ o/ x 
Catch     catches
Pass       passes
Mix        mixes
do          does



Final- s/-es
Fly  flies
Try tries
Carry carries
Study studies

Pay pays
Buy  buys

Consonant  + y



Frequency Adverbs
100%    always
90%     usually
80%      normally
70%       often

frequently                  positive
generally

30%        sometimes
occasionally

seldom
10%       rarely
5%         hardly ever             negative

almost never
0%        not ever/ never



PRESENT CONTINUOUS  
OR 

PRESENT SIMPLE 



It is used for things happening 
now or around the time of 
speaking .

• It’s raining at the moment.

• the water is boiling .Can 
you turn it off?

•Listen to those people 
.What language are they 
speaking?

It is used for repeated 
actions, facts , things in 
general .

•It always rains in 
January.

•Water boils at  100 
degree Celsius.

•Excuse me ,do you 
speak English?

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



it is used  for 
temporary situation

( a short period) 

• I’m living with some 
friends until I find a 
place of my own.

•I’m working at a sport 
shop for six weeks.

it is used for permanent  
situation.

•I live with my parents in a 
very nice flat.

•I work at a sport shop. It’s a 
permanent job.

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



I’m always doing.

Tom is  always inviting 
friends here.

(= He invites them very 
often)

I always do 

�Tom always invites us 
to stay at Christmas. 

(= He invites us every 
Christmas)

CONTINUOUS SIMPLE



Practice

Put the verb  in to the correct form, present 

continuous or present simple.

1. Let’s go out …………( it/not / rain) look!

2. Julia is very good at languages. ……………     

( she/ speak) four languages very well.

3. “………….( you/ listen ) at the radio?” “ no, 

you can turn it off”.

4. …………..( it/ snow) outside. …………..( it/ 

come) down quite hard, look.



Practice

Put the verb  in to the correct form, present 

continuous or present simple.

5. A: How’s your English?

B: Not bad I think ……..(it/improve) slowly.

6. The river ………(flow) very fast today –

much faster than usual.

7. Can we stop walking soon?......(I/ start) to 

feel tired.



STATE   VERBS  AND ACTION   VERBS 

� The house is
clean.
� The box contains 
some toys. 

� I’m washing my 
hair.

the toys in putHe 
the box. 

Be / like /want/ need /prefer/.
Know/realize/suppose/mean/
/understand/believe/remember.

Belong /fit/contain/consist/ seem



STATE VERBS AND ACTION VERBS 

I think you are right .
(=believe or an opinion) 

I have three children. 
(=own)

I see your problem.
(= understand)

I’m thinking about 
what happened.

I’m having lunch.     
(= eating)

I’m seeing my 
boss.(=meeting 



state verbs and action verbs 

Permanent state

I  love / enjoy 
parties.

I  like school . 

Short period

I’m loving  / enjoying 
this  party.

I’m liking school  
much better now . 



look      feel

to say how some body looks or feel now 

You look well today    
well today.’re looking OR      you

now feelyou doHow 
now. feelingyou are OR        how 

I usually feel tired in the morning 



He’s selfish    /    He’s being selfish 

Temporary behaviour

�I can’t understand why he is  being

so selfish. He isn't usually like that. 

Permanent quality

�He never thinks about other people. 

He is very selfish .

)



Practice
present continuous     OR   present simple.

1.Are you hungry? ….….(you/want) something 

to eat?

2.Don’t put the dictionary away. ………(I/ use) 

it.

3.Who is that man? Why …..….(he/look)at us?

4.Air ………...(consist) mainly of nitrogen and 

oxygen.

5.I ………..(think) You should sell your car. 

….……..(you/not/use)it very often.



Simple Past



FORM 

[VERB+ed] or irregular verbs 

� Examples:

� You called Debbie. 

� Did you call Debbie? 

� You did not call Debbie. 



USE 1 Completed Action in the Past 

� Use the Simple Past to express the idea 
that an action started and finished at a 
specific time in the past. Sometimes, the 
speaker may not actually mention the 
specific time, but they do have one 
specific time in mind. 



Examples

� I saw a movie yesterday. 

� I didn't see a play yesterday. 

� Last year, I traveled to Japan. 

� Last year, I didn't travel to Korea. 

� Did you have dinner last night? 

� She washed her car. 

� He didn't wash his car. 



USE 2 A Series of Completed 

Actions 

� We use the Simple Past to list a series of 
completed actions in the past. These 
actions happen 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and so 
on .



Examples 

� I finished work, walked to the beach, 
and found a nice place to swim. 

� He arrived from the airport at 8:00, 
checked into the hotel at 9:00, and met
the others at 10:00. 

� Did you add flour, pour in the milk, and 
then add the eggs? 



USE 3 Duration in Past 

� The Simple Past can be used with a 
duration which starts and stops in the 
past. A duration is a longer action often 
indicated by expressions such as: for two 
years, for five minutes, all day, all year, 
etc. 



Examples

� I lived in Brazil for two years. 

� Shauna studied Japanese for five years. 

� They sat at the beach all day. 

� They did not stay at the party the entire 
time. 

� We talked on the phone for thirty 
minutes. 

� A: How long did you wait for them?
B: We waited for one hour. 



USE 4 Habits in the Past

� The Simple Past can also be used to 
describe a habit which stopped in the 
past. It can have the same meaning as 
"used to." To make it clear that we are 
talking about a habit, we often add 
expressions such as: always, often, 
usually, never, when I was a child, when I 
was younger, etc. 



Examples

� I studied French when I was a child. 

� He played the violin. 

� He didn't play the piano. 

� Did you play a musical instrument when 
you were a kid? 

� She worked at the movie theater after 
school. 

� They never went to school, they always 
skipped class.



USE 5 Past Facts or 

Generalizations 

� The Simple Past can also be used to 
describe past facts or generalizations 
which are no longer true. As in USE 4 
above, this use of the Simple Past is quite 
similar to the expression  " used to ".



Examples

� She was shy as a child, but now she is 
very outgoing. 

� He didn't like tomatoes before. 

� Did you live in Texas when you were a 
kid? 

� People paid much more to make cell 
phone calls in the past.



Irregular Verbs

A Project LA Activity



COMMON IRREGULAR 

VERBS

• blow
Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?

Can you list these verb forms?



COMMON IRREGULAR 

VERBS

• blow
Present Past Past 

Participle

blow blew blown



• break

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• break
Present Past Past 

Participle

break broke broken



• catch

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• catch
Present Past Past 

Participle

catch caught caught



• chose

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• chose
Present Past Past 

Participle

chose chose chosen



• come

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• come
Present Past Past 

Participle

come came come



• do

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• do
Present Past Past 

Participle

do did done



• draw

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• draw
Present Past Past 

Participle

draw drew drawn



• drink

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• drink
Present Past Past 

Participle

drink drank drunk



• dream

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• dream
Present Past Past 

Participle

dream dreamt/

dreamed

dreamt/ 

dreamed



• drive

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• drive
Present Past Past 

Participle

drive drove driven



• eat

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• eat
Present Past Past 

Participle

eat ate eaten



• fall

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• fall
Present Past Past 

Participle

fall fell fallen



• forgive

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• forgive
Present Past Past 

Participle

forgive forgave forgiven



• get

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• get
Present Past Past 

Participle

get got gotten



• go

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• go
Present Past Past 

Participle

go went gone



• grow

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• grow
Present Past Past 

Participle

grow grew grown



• know

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• know
Present Past Past 

Participle

know knew known



• lay

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• lay
Present Past Past 

Participle

lay laid laid



• lie

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• lie
Present Past Past 

Participle

lie lay lain



• ride

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• ride
Present Past Past 

Participle

ride rode ridden



• run

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• run
Present Past Past 

Participle

run ran run



• see

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• see
Present Past Past 

Participle

see saw seen



• sing

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• sing
Present Past Past 

Participle

sing sang sung



• sit

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• sit
Present Past Past 

Participle

sit sat sat



• speak

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• speak
Present Past Past 

Participle

speak spoke spoken



• swim
Present Past Past 

Participle

swims swam swum
? ? ?

Can you list these verb forms?



• swim
Present Past Past 

Participle

swim swam swum



• take

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• take
Present Past Past 

Participle

take took taken



• throw

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• throw
Present Past Past 

Participle

throw threw thrown



• write

Can you list these verb forms?

Present Past Past 

Participle

? ? ?



• write
Present Past Past 

Participle

write wrote written



Irregular Verb Goodies

Irregular Verb Guessing Game

Irregular Verb Flashcards

Irregular Verb Concentration

Irregular Past Tense Verbs

Ants Picnic

Verb Concentration

Irregular Verb Listing

Irregular Verb Online Exercises
Exercise 1: Using Irregular Verbs

Exercise 2: Using Irregular Verbs

Exercise 3: Using Irregular Verbs New!

Exercise 4: Using Irregular Verbs New!
Exercise 5: Using Irregular Verbs New!

Exercise 6: Using Lay and Lie Correctly

MAIN



Past Simple 

My holiday was great .We went to 

the village and spent four days 

there. We visited a lot of places. A 

lot of our friends came to our house, 

we watched TV and listened to 

music. We didn’t go to bed until 

midnight. 



Past Simple 

We use the past simple for a 

complete action in the past .

For something in the past 

which is finished



Past Simple 

�We went to the village.

�We didn’t go to the village.

�Did you go to the village?

�We visited a lot of places.

�We didn’t visit a lot of places.

�Did you visit a lot of places?

�we watched TV

�We  didn’t watch TV.

�Did you watch TV? 

positive / negative / question/  short answer



Past Simple 

� I was ill yesterday.

� Sally was in Sana'a last week.

� The children were happy when we 

were in the village.

I, he, she, it    was

You, we, they  were



Past Simple 

positive 

I, he, she, it    was ……

You, we, they  were …..

negative

I, he, she, it    wasn’t …..

You, we, they  weren’t ……

question

Was I, he, she, it ……?

Were You, we, they …..?



Practice

Complete the sentences .Put the verb 

into the correct form. 

� We …..…(go) on holiday to Scotland last year.

� I ……..(take)  a taxi from the air port to the  

city center.

�The man in the shop …….…(say) something 

to the women, but she……... (not/ hear) him.

� I ….….(ring ) the door bell and a women 

…..…(open) the door.



Practice

� I ……….(write) a letter to a friend , and then      

I ……...(post) it.

�A: ……..… ( you/understand) the film?

B: No. I ……….(try) to understand it, but the    

actors …….(speak) very quickly. 

�The window ..…(be) open  and a bird ..…(fly)  

into the room. 



Make sentences using the correct form 

of the past simple .

� when /you/leave /the party?)

………………………………………. 

� I /wait/ for an hour, but/ he/ not/ phone.

…………………………………………….

� You/ watch/ the news on TV last night?

………………………………………….

He/ask/me/a question, but I/ not/know/the answer.

…………………………………………..

Mark / stop/ smoking last month, and he /start/ 

playing tennis again last week.

………………………………………………..



Past continuous 

Yesterday Karen and Jim played tennis. 

They started  at 10  o'clock and finished at 

10.30

So, at 10.15 They were playing tennis. 

They were playing tennis = they were in 

the middle of playing. They had not 

finished playing.



Past continuous 

Ann:   Did you watch the  9 o’clock news          

Yesterday ?

Sally:  No, I was cooking dinner at that 

time.

I was cooking = I was in the middle of 

cooking At 9 o’clock. 



They were playing tennis

I was cooking.

Positive  /  Negative  / question 

Past 

continuous



Practice 

What were you doing at  these 

times . Use the past continuous.

At 8 o'clock yesterday evening .

At 5 o'clock yesterday morning.

At 10 o'clock this morning.



Practice 

Use your own ideas to complete the 

sentences . Use the past continuous.

Matt phoned while we …………. .

The door bell rang while I ……..... .

Jessica fell asleep while she ……....  .

The lecturer explained the lecture  but 

nobody …………. 



PAST SIMPLE 

OR 

PAST CONTINUOUS



1) I …..(see) Sue in town yesterday, 

but she …(not/ see) me. She 

…..(look) the other way.

2) I ……(meet)Tom and Jane at the 

airport a few weeks ago. They 

..….(go) to Paris and I …...(go) to 

Rome. We ……(meet) each other  

while we ..….(wait) for our flight.



3) I …....(cycle) home yesterday when 

a man ….…( step)out into the road 

in front of me . I …..….( go ) quite 

fast, but luckily I …….(stop)in time 

and ….….(not/hit)



�As we were driving down the hill, a 

strange object appeared in the sky.

� While Laura was sitting in the garden, 

it suddenly began to rain.

�David was making lunch when the phone 

rang.



�After I finished my work, I went to bed.

�I went to bed after I finished my work.

�Before I went to bed , I finished my 

work.

Time  clause 

Main clause 



After/before/until / as soon as /while / when

� I stayed up until I finished my 

work.

�As soon as I finished my work , I 

went to bed.



�When the phone rang, I was 

watching TV.

� When the phone rang I answered it.

�While I was doing my home work, 

my roommate was watching TV.





Sally has gone to London.

Gone there means she is still 

there.

Sally has been to London.

Been there means she went  and 

she is back now . 



3. experience

� ever / never

� The first time /the second time 

/Once/twice/three times

� This morning/ today



Ali :   Have you ever been to Dubai?

Muna: No, I have never been there.

(Ever )       (in question) 

In your whole life up to the 

present

(Never)   ( means  not ever) 







The present Perfect

Practice 
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Past SimplePresent Perfect 

The Past simple tells 

us about the past, a 

time which  is 

finished.

The present perfect 

tells us about the 

past and the present.

�We have won 

the Cup, so it’s 

ours now. 

�We won the Cup 

last year. ( last year is 

in the past) 



Past SimplePresent Perfect 

�Emma repaired the 

chair.

( It may be broken 

again) 

�Emma has repaired 

the chair.

( so it ‘ all right now)

Don’t use the present perfect if the situation 

now is different.

�It has stopped raining now, so we don’t 

need the umbrella.

�It stopped raining for a while, but now its 

raining  again. 



Past SimplePresent Perfect 

It expresses an 

activity that 

occurred  at a 

specific time  in the 

past .

It expresses an activity 

that  occurred at 

unspecified time in 

the past.

I have been in Dubai  

many times/ several 

times/a couple of times/ 

once/( no mention of 

time

I was in Dubai  last 

year/three years ago/ 

in 1985/ when I was 

ten years old



Past SimplePresent Perfect 

We use it to give details

about things such as 

when and where it 

happened.

We use it to give 

a piece of new 

information.





I was I have been

A state  in a 

period which is 

finished 

A State up to now 

I   have been   in 

hospital for two 

weeks.

I was in hospital 

for tow weeks .



Did you  ……Have you  … 

Actions in the past   

in a period which is 

finished 

Actions in a period of 

time up to now

�This young director 

has made four films so 

far.

(It’s possible he will 

make more films.)

�The directors made 

many films  in his 

long career .

(his career in films is 

over.) 



Did you ever……Have you ever … 

Actions in the past   in

a period which is 

finished 

Actions in a period of 

time up to now

�Have you ever been 

to America ?~Yes, twice

(your friend is dead)

�Did your friend ever 

go to America? Yes I 

think so   



Practice            
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Present perfect  /past simple

1. Our visitors……………. (arrive). They're sitting in 

the garden.

2. There's still a problem with the television. 

Someone ................... (repair) it,

but then it broke down again.

3. ……………… (I / lose) my bank card. I can't find it 

anywhere.

4. The match………….. (start). United are playing 

well.

5. My sister…………. (run) away from home. But 

she came back two days later.



6. Daniel………….. (earn) some money last 

week. But I'm afraid he's already spent it 

all.

7.  ……..(we / plant) an apple tree in the 

garden. Unfortunately it died.

8. Prices…………….... (go) up. Everything is 

more expensive this year.

9. Someone….... (turn) on the hi-fi. 

What's that song called?



10.  ………….… (I / phone) the office at 

eleven to speak to the manager, but he 

isn't there today.

11. …………….. (I / make) a cake. Would 

you like a piece?

12.  The runner Amos Temila……………… 

(break) the world record for the 1500 

meters in Frankfurt. Then two days later 

Lee Williams ran it in an even faster time.



Tom: (►) Have you heard (you / hear) the 

news about David?

Harriet: No. (1) ..............(what / happen)?

Tom: (2)……….. .. (he / have) an accident. He 

was walking down some steps. (3)…..… (he / 

fall) and (4)…………….. (break) his leg.

Harriet: Oh, how awful! When (5)...... (it 

/happen)?

Tom: Yesterday afternoon. Melanie 

(6)………. (tell) me about it last night.



Harriet: Last night! (7)……….. (you / know) 

about it last night, and (8)…..... (you / not / 

tell) me!

Tom: Well, (9) ........... (I / not / see) you last 

night. And(10) ............. (I / not / see) you 

today, until now.

Harriet: I hope he's all right. (11) ...... (he / 

have) lots of accidents, you know.

(12) ....... (he / do) the same thing about two 

years ago.





I have lost my key.



I have lost my key .

I lost it a short time ago, and  I 

still haven't got it.



(1) we use the present perfect

to describe an action or 

situation started in the past 

but having a result in the 

present. 





�The  aircraft has landed.

means that  It landed a short time 

ago ,  and it’s on the ground now.

They have opened the doors.

means that  they opened them a 

short time ago ,  and they are 

open now.



�I have washed my hair.

�sorry, I have forgotten your name.

�She has repaired her computer.

�We have eaten our lunch.



Positive  

I / you / we/ they  have washed.

He / she / it   has washed. 

Negative

I / you / we/ they  have not washed.

He / she / it   has not washed. 

Question

Have I / you / we/ they washed?

Has He / she / it washed?





Practice 

Add a sentence. Use the present 

perfect.

1. I'm tired. (I / walk / miles) …

2 . Emma's computer is working 

now. (she / repair / it)……………….

3. It's cooler in here now. (I / open / 

the window)………………



Practice 

4.  The visitors are here at last, (they / 

arrive)…….........…

5.  We haven't got any new videos, 

(we / watch / all these)……………





Sally : I have just heard about the

concert. Have you bought a

ticket   yet?

Jane : We are too late .They have

already sold all the ticket.



�Just means 'a short time ago'.

�Already means 'sooner than 

expected‘

�yet when we are expecting

something to happen



�I have washed my hair.

�I have just washed my hair..

�She has repaired her computer.

�She has already repaired her computer.

�We have not eaten our lunch yet.

�Have you eaten your lunch yet?



Present Perfect 

�

Past                                  present



Since  //  for

�She  has lived in Aden for 3 years.

�She has lived in Aden since 2013.

� I have been married since 1999.

� I have been married for 16 years .

�Vicky has had that camera  for three 

days. 

�Vicky has had that camera  since

Friday.



For ten minutes  

two hours

a long time 

six months

Since ten o’clock

last month

yesterday

Tuesday

how  long  in question

How long  have you known Ali?   

How long this period is

When the period began





Present Perfect



FORM

[has/have + past participle]

• Examples:

• You have seen that movie many 

times. 

• Have you seen that movie many 

times? 

• You have not seen that movie 

many times. 



USE 1 Unspecified Time 

Before Now
• We use the Present Perfect to say that an 

action happened at an unspecified time 
before now. The exact time is not 
important. You CANNOT use the Present 
Perfect with specific time expressions 
such as: yesterday, one year ago, last 
week, when I was a child, when I lived in 
Japan, at that moment, that day, one day, 
etc. We CAN use the Present Perfect with 
unspecific expressions such as: ever, 
never, once, many times, several times, 
before, so far, already, yet, etc. 



Examples

• I have seen that movie twenty times. 

• I think I have met him once before. 

• There have been many earthquakes in 
California. 

• People have traveled to the Moon. 

• People have not traveled to Mars. 

• Have you read the book yet? 

• Nobody has ever climbed that mountain. 

• A: Has there ever been a war in the United 
States?
B: Yes, there has been a war in the United 
States. 



Time Expressions with 

Present Perfect

• When we use the Present 

Perfect it means that something 

has happened at some point in 

our lives before now. 

Remember, the exact time the 

action happened is not 

important .



Sometimes, we want to limit the time we are looking 

in for an experience. We can do this with expressions 

such as: in the last week, in the last year, this week, 

this month, so far, up to now, etc .

• Examples:

• Have you been to Mexico in the last year ؟

• I have seen that movie six times in the last 
month .

• They have had three tests in the last week .

• She graduated from university less than 
three years ago. She has worked for three 
different companies so far .

• My car has broken down three times this 
week .



NOTICE:

• "Last year" and "in the last year" are 

very different in meaning. "Last 

year" means the year before now, 

and it is considered a specific time 

which requires Simple Past. "In the 

last year" means from 365 days ago 

until now. It is not considered a 

specific time, so it requires Present 

Perfect. 



Examples:

• I went to Mexico last year.

I went to Mexico in the calendar 
year before this one . 

• I have been to Mexico in the last 

year.

I have been to Mexico at least once 
at some point between 365 days ago 
and now



USE 2 Duration From the Past 

Until Now (Non-Continuous Verbs (

• With Non-Continuous Verbs and non-

continuous uses of Mixed Verbs, we 

use the Present Perfect to show that 

something started in the past and 

has continued up until now. "For five 

minutes," "for two weeks," and 

"since Tuesday" are all durations 

which can be used with the Present 

Perfect. 



Examples:

• I have had a cold for two weeks .

• She has been in England for six 

months .

• Mary has loved chocolate since 

she was a little girl .


